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Abstract
The prediction reliability of neural networks is impor-
tant in many applications. Specifically, in safety-critical
domains, such as cancer prediction or autonomous driv-
ing, a reliable confidence of models prediction is critical for
the interpretation of the results. Modern deep neural net-
works have achieved a significant improvement in perfor-
mance for many different image classification tasks. How-
ever, these networks tend to be poorly calibrated in terms of
output confidence. Temperature scaling is an efficient post-
processing-based calibration scheme and obtains well cali-
brated results. In this study, we leverage the concept of tem-
perature scaling to build a sophisticated bin-wise scaling.
Furthermore, we adopt augmentation of validation samples
for elaborated scaling. The proposed methods consistently
improve calibration performance with various datasets and
deep convolutional neural network models.
1. Introduction
The recent progress made in deep convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) has significantly improved their per-
formance in various computer vision tasks, including im-
age classification. For a typical ImageNet classification
task [13], recently developed deep CNNs are already per-
forming better than humans [4] [5]. However, as shown in
[3], there is a problem in that as the layers of recent net-
works become deeper, those networks’ confidence values
(i.e., probabilities for predicted class) become increasingly
over-confident. That is, although the accuracy of the latest
deep models has been improved, their confidence is much
higher than their accuracy.
This can pose significant challenges to interpretation of
model’s output. For example, in medical applications such
as cancer prediction, there is a tremendous difference in
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the explanation of two diagnoses (each with an incorrect
prediction) when one model outputs an overestimated 90%
confidence and the other model outputs a 55% confidence.
Therefore, calibrating a model’s output confidence is a crit-
ical issue in terms of model reliability and interpretation.
Various confidence calibration methods have recently
been proposed in the field of deep learning to overcome the
over-confidence issue. Calibration studies can be divided
into two main types. The first is a post-processing-based
calibration method using an already trained model [3], and
the second method performs calibration while training the
model [12] [14] [9].
The most simple and effective calibration method is
a post-processing technique called temperature scaling
(TS) [3]. The authors showed that the predicted confidence
of recent CNNs is not calibrated, and they proposed simple
post-processing-based scaling using the validation dataset.
This method calibrates predicted confidence well for var-
ious image datasets. The advantage of this method is its
ability to calibrate confidence without affecting the test er-
ror rate.
In [12], the authors proposed several methods to con-
trol confidence during model training. They showed that
directly penalizing confidence using an entropy measure
during training is an effective technique in terms of gener-
alization performance. However, calibration performance
was not evaluated in their study. A variance-weighted
confidence-integrated loss function was proposed for cali-
brating confidence during model training in [14]. Simi-
larly, in [9], the authors proposed a method for conducting
calibration during training. They included a direct term for
minimizing the calibration error into the training loss. Both
methods [14] [9] have the advantage that a separate valida-
tion dataset is not needed. However, compared to tempera-
ture scaling, calibration performance in [14] and [9] was
not consistently improved.
Because simple post-processing-based calibration strate-
gies are powerful tools for calibrating confidence without
diminishing the test error rate, we focus on post-processing-
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Figure 1. Concepts of TS, BTS, and ABTS using reliability diagrams with the number of samples for each bin. (Left) TS finds a scalar
temperature using a validation set and applies it to all test sets. (Center) In BTS, bin-wise temperatures are computed, and each temperature
is applied to the corresponding bin-wise test samples. (Right) In ABTS, the validation set is augmented, and the same BTS procedure is
conducted.
based calibration techniques in this study. We propose the
use of bin-wise temperature scaling (BTS), which aims to
find multiple temperatures for different confidence ranges.
In addition, we suggest augmentation-based bin-wise tem-
perature scaling (ABTS) for finding stable bin temperatures.
We evaluate the proposed methods using several recent deep
models, including ResNet [4] and DenseNet [5], and ob-
tain outstanding calibration performance on various image
classification datasets, such as CIFAR-10/100 [8], Caltech
Birds [17], and Stanford Cars [7].
2. Methods
Consider the multi-class (C > 2) classification prob-
lem with inputs X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xi} and correspond-
ing class labels Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yi}. For an instance xi
(with corresponding label yi), the model φ predicts the label
yˆi = argmaxφ(y|xi). The confidence score pˆi is defined
as
pˆi = max
c
σSM (zi)
c, (1)
where zi is the logits vector for input xi, and σSM repre-
sents the softmax function. A well-calibrated confidence pˆ
should reflect a true probability. For example, if we collect
ten samples, each having an identical confidence score of
0.8, we then expect an 80% classification accuracy for the
ten samples.
In Figure 1, we visualize the baseline TS concept and the
two proposed approaches, BTS and ABTS, using a reliabil-
ity diagram [3] [1]. We describe in detail the procedure for
each technique in the following subsections.
2.1. Temperature Scaling
With TS [3], a scalar temperature t is determined using a
validation set, and it is applied to all test samples for confi-
dence calibration. Formally, the calibrated confidence score
qˆ is defined as
qˆi = max
c
σSM (zi/t)
c. (2)
Here, t is a positive scalar parameter (temperature) that aims
to soften softmax in the case of overconfidence with t > 1.
The temperature t is optimized by minimizing the negative
log likelihood (NLL) loss on the validation set [3].
With TS, a single t is computed and applied to all test
samples. However, normally most samples have a high con-
fidence as shown in Figure 1; therefore, temperature t could
easily be biased toward high-confidence samples, and might
not be optimal for low-confidence samples. Motivated by
this, we propose the use of bin-wise temperature scaling
methods.
2.2. Bin-wise Temperature Scaling
In BTS, we divide the samples into multiple bins. Then,
using the validation samples of each bin, bin-wise tempera-
tures are computed. In each test sample, the corresponding
temperature is applied for scaling based on the test confi-
dence as follows:
qˆi = max
c
σSM (z
j
i/t
j)c, (3)
where j is the bin number corresponding to the test confi-
dence.
2
Confidence-interval-based binning is a simple and intu-
itive binning method. In this case, the confidence range [0,
1] is partitioned into N equal-sized bins. This simple bin-
ning method has a problem that temperatures with a low
confidence are computed using an extremely small number
of validation samples, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, this
method tends to be unstable for the corresponding test sam-
ples.
To overcome this issue, we propose a binning method
based on the number of samples. With this method, we
collect the same number of validation samples in each bin
except for high-confidence samples. If we had collected the
same number of samples from the crowded high-confidence
area, then extremely high-confidence samples (confidence
greater than 0.999) with small differences (under 0.0001)
would have been placed into many different bins, resulting
in redundant temperatures across test samples with almost
the same confidence. Therefore, we utilize a 0.999 thresh-
old for collecting high-confidence samples. Thus, if val-
idation samples have a confidence greater than 0.999, we
collect them in a single bin, regardless of the number of
samples.
2.3. Augmentation based Bin-wise Temperature
Scaling
As mentioned in Section 2.2, temperatures for low-
confidence parts may be unstable when applying a
confidence-interval-based binning method. The proposed
binning method (based on the number of samples) has a
similar weak point. Because a small number of validation
samples are positioned in low-confidence areas, the range
of confidence of such areas increases if we collect the same
number of samples in each bin.
To overcome this issue, we adopt an image augmenta-
tion technique. Image augmentation (e.g., image rotation,
image shifting, and brightness adjustment) is widely used in
the training phase of deep neural networks. It is known that
such augmentation is efficient when the number of train-
ing samples is limited. In recent studies [16] [2], simple
augmentation techniques have been adopted to test samples
and improve model performance during the testing period.
We expect that augmenting the validation samples will
help identify stable temperatures for low-confidence bins
and further improve the performance of BTS. In the ABTS
method, as shown in Figure 1 (right), we first apply an im-
age augmentation technique to bins that have a small num-
ber of validation samples. The optimal number of bins to
augment can differ by dataset and model. Instead of opti-
mizing this number, we choose eight bins with confidence
less than 0.8 for all datasets and models in this study.
After augmentation, we perform the same procedure
with BTS. We evaluate widely used image augmentation
techniques (such as image shifting, brightness adjustment,
contrast control, and adding blur) with ABTS in our experi-
ment. We apply each augmentation technique to the valida-
tion samples of eight bins; therefore, the number of samples
is doubled after each augmentation.
3. Experiments
In this study, we compare the calibration performance of
the proposed BTS and ABTS methods with conventional TS
using a prevalent calibration measure, expected calibration
error (ECE) [3] [10]. In addition, we evaluate four image
datasets using five network architectures.
3.1. Datasets
1. CIFAR-10/100 [8]: Color images (32×32 pixel resolu-
tion) from 10/100 classes were applied: 45,000, 5,000,
and 10,000 images for the training, validation, and test-
ing sets, respectively. The original dataset included
50,000 and 10,000 training and testing images, respec-
tively. Therefore, we randomly divide the training set
into training and validation sets.
2. Caltech-UCSD Birds [17]: Color images of 200 bird
species drawn from ImageNet were applied: 5,994,
2,897, and 2,897 images for the training, validation,
and testing sets, respectively.
3. Stanford Cars [7]: Color images of 196 classes of car
by make, model, and year were applied: 8,041, 4,020,
and 4,020 images for the training, validation, and test-
ing sets, respectively.
3.2. Models
For CIFAR-10/100, we use four well-known CNNs:
ResNet-50/110 [4], Wide ResNet 28-10 [18], DenseNet
100 [5], and VGG 16 [15]. For the Caltech-UCSD Birds
and Stanford Cars datasets, we use two CNNs: DenseNet
and ResNet-101 [4]. To train the classification models, we
normalize all images using the pixel mean and standard de-
viation, and we apply the stochastic gradient decent method
with a momentum of 0.9 for training. We utilize other hy-
perparameters, such as the initial learning rate and learning
rate schedule, as described in the above studies, for train-
ing each model. We train CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 from
scratch and use the ImageNet pretrained weights for the
Caltech-UCSD Birds and Stanford Cars datasets.
3.3. Evaluation Metrics
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, we utilize a reliability dia-
gram [3] [1] [11] for visualizing calibration performance. A
reliability diagram is the most intuitive and readable way to
visualize calibration performance. In a reliability diagram,
test samples are binned based on the range of confidence;
i.e., samples with a similar confidence are collected into the
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Dataset Model Test error(%)
ECE (%)
Baseline
(uncalibrated) TS
BTS ABTS
Confidence
Interval
Number of
Samples
Confidence
Interval
Number of
Samples
CIFAR-10 VGG 16 7.10 4.99 1.45 1.26 0.90 0.73 0.37
CIFAR-10 ResNet 110 6.23 4.37 0.98 1.12 0.79 0.58 0.36
CIFAR-10 DenseNet 100(k=12) 5.37 3.09 1.05 0.93 0.87 0.53 0.69
CIFAR-10 Wide ResNet 28-10 4.80 3.03 0.73 0.78 0.55 0.64 0.44
CIFAR-100 VGG 16 26.56 14.13 5.20 4.92 4.98 3.41 2.53
CIFAR-100 ResNet 110 28.51 15.79 2.54 2.32 2.28 0.99 1.29
CIFAR-100 DenseNet 100 (k=12) 25.11 10.29 3.55 2.53 2.37 1.55 1.64
CIFAR-100 Wide ResNet 28-10 21.05 7.16 5.01 3.08 2.97 1.96 1.74
Birds ResNet 101 21.44 2.13 2.27 1.33 1.40 1.28 1.21
Birds DenseNet 100 (k=12) 19.92 3.22 1.44 1.42 1.57 1.70 1.40
Cars ResNet 101 12.16 2.06 2.05 1.24 1.36 0.96 1.16
Cars DenseNet 100 (k=12) 9.43 2.31 2.20 1.24 1.16 0.89 1.09
Table 1. ECE (%) results of the baseline model, TS, and the proposed methods (BTS and ABTS) on different datasets and models. The
best and second-best ECE values are represented in bold and italics, respectively. For augmentation with ABTS, we applied image shifting
along the x-axis within a range of [-4, -8] on CIFAR-10 and 100 and [-28, -56] on Caltech-UCSD Birds and Stanford Cars dataset based
on the size of the original images.
same bin. The reliability diagram then shows the accuracy
and average confidence of each bin. If the model is perfectly
calibrated, the accuracy and average confidence should be
the same.
To numerically evaluate calibration performance, ECE
is the most widely used evaluation metric [3] [15]. Here,
B = {B1, B2, . . . , BN} represents N different bins based
on confidence range, and ACC(Bj) and CONF (Bj) are
the accuracy and average confidence of each bin Bj , re-
spectively. ECE is the weighted average of the difference
between accuracy and average confidence for each bin.
ECE =
1
n
N∑
j=1
‖Bj‖ · ‖ACC(Bj)− CONF (Bj)‖. (4)
4. Results
As shown in Table 1, we evaluate the calibration perfor-
mance of BTS and ABTS by comparing the test ECE (%)
with an uncalibrated model (as a baseline) and TS across
various image datasets and models. With BTS and ABTS,
the results of two different binning methods (confidence in-
terval and number of samples) are represented. We use
a fixed number of bins (50) for both BTS and ABTS, as
shown in Table 1. This number can be changed to obtain
better calibration results for each dataset and model (see Ta-
ble 3).
As shown in Table 1, the simple BTS method achieves
better calibration results compared to TS for most of the
models and datasets; that is, for the binning methods based
on the confidence interval and number of samples, BTS
shows improved calibration performance compared to TS
in 10 of 12 and 11 of 12 cases, respectively. In addition, the
best and second-best (in bold and italic, respectively) cal-
ibration performances are generally obtained using ABTS
based on the number of samples and the confidence inter-
val, respectively. Specifically, ABTS based on the number
of samples (last column) outperforms TS for all experiment
cases listed in Table 1. Note that TS, BTS, and ABTS are all
post-processing-based scaling techniques; therefore, their
test error rates are the same as that of the baseline model.
In Figure 2, we aim to analyze the effect of the proposed
method by comparing the reliability diagrams of the un-
calibrated baseline model (left), TS (center), and the pro-
posed ABTS binning method based on the number of sam-
ples (right). For this comparison, we use the results of Wide
ResNet on the CIFAR-100 dataset, as shown in Table 1. For
ABTS (right), image shifting was applied for augmenting
the validation samples.
With the uncalibrated baseline model (left), samples
with a lower confidence (under 0.4) are under-confident,
and samples with a higher confidence (over 0.4) are over-
confident. In this case, for ideal calibration, a lower confi-
dence should be increased, and a higher confidence should
be decreased. However, when applying temperature scal-
ing using a single temperature for all the samples, it is diffi-
cult to adopt two different scaling strategies. After tempera-
ture scaling (center), a large number of over-confident sam-
ples led to a decreased overall confidence and a slightly im-
proved ECE, but low-confidence samples are more under-
confident than the baseline. By contrast, because we apply
bin-wise temperatures that adjust the scaling used for each
bin, after applying ABTS (right), the overall confidence is
well-calibrated; therefore, a much lower ECE is obtained
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Figure 2. Reliability diagrams and ECE (%) of (left) baseline uncalibrated model, (center) TS, and (right) proposed ABTS (based on the
number of samples binned) for Wide ResNet on CIFAR-100.
compared to TS.
Figure 3. Example pictures from CIFAR-10 test set with actual
class labels and those predicted by the VGG 16 model. Confidence
values are listed for baseline, TS, and ABTS using the number of
samples. For ABTS, image shifting was applied for augmenting
the validation samples.
Figure 3 shows four example pictures of CIFAR-10 test
set, each with its actual and predicted class labels. The pre-
dicted confidence (i.e., maximum confidence) values from
the baseline VGG 16 model along with those obtained using
TS and ABTS based on the number of samples are listed.
These four pictures are incorrectly classified by the model
and also appear ambiguous to human eyes. However, the
confidence values of the baseline model are unnecessarily
high for the incorrect labels. This may result in an unreli-
able interpretation of the its output. For example, the third
image’s actual class label is Automobile, but the baseline
model incorrectly classified it as Truck with a very high
confidence (0.98). For the same image, after confidence
calibration, TS and ABTS exhibit a reduced confidence of
0.83 and 0.68, respectively. The proposed ABTS method
not only shows the lowest ECE as listed in Table 1 (CIFAR-
10 and VGG 16) but also exhibits the lowest confidence (i.e.
most uncertainty) when incorrectly predicting the ambigu-
Model
Augmen-
tation Baseline TS
ABTS
(CI)
ABTS
(# of
samples)
VGG 16
Shift
14.13 5.20
3.41 2.53
Bright 3.35 2.76
Contrast 3.54 2.51
Blur 3.80 3.10
ResNet 110
Shift
15.79 2.54
0.99 1.20
Bright 1.36 1.40
Contrast 1.07 1.68
Blur 1.23 1.76
DenseNet
100 (k=12)
Shift
10.29 3.55
1.55 1.64
Bright 1.16 1.14
Contrast 1.54 1.47
Blur 1.69 1.51
Wide ResNet
28-10
Shift
7.16 5.01
1.96 1.74
Bright 1.81 1.78
Contrast 1.58 1.35
Blur 1.36 1.10
Table 2. ECE (%) comparison of different augmentations in ABTS
methods based on the confidence interval (CI) and number of sam-
ples on CIFAR-100.
ous images as shown in Figure 3.
In the results of Table 1, we use one type of augmen-
tation, image shifting, for the proposed ABTS methods.
Typically, a variety of image augmentation techniques are
adopted to augment the training samples in image classifica-
tion tasks. We aim to evaluate the calibration performance
of the proposed ABTS methods for different augmentation
techniques, as shown in Table 2. We adopt image shifting,
brightness adjustment, contrast control, and blur for aug-
menting the validation samples, and we evaluate these on
the CIFAR-100 dataset.
For our image-shifting augmentation, we shift the input
image along the x-axis using a random value ranging from
-4 to -8. For brightness control, a value ranging from -150
to 150 is randomly selected and added to all pixels. We
use linear contrast with a strength parameter of 0.5 for con-
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trast control. For blur augmentation, we apply Gaussian
blur with its sigma parameter randomly set between 0 and 1.
To implement these augmentations, we use an open-source
Python library [6].
As the results in Table 2 indicate, the proposed ABTS
methods based on the confidence interval and number of
samples show better calibration performance than TS for
the four different augmentation techniques. There is no
clear leader among the different augmentation techniques,
and the difference in performance for each augmentation is
marginal in each model. We note that strong data augmenta-
tion can change the distribution between the validation and
test sets, thereby diminishing the effectiveness of ABTS.
Model Baseline TS
# of
bins
BTS
(CI)
ABTS
(# of
samples)
VGG 16 14.13 5.20
5 4.92 2.76
10 4.90 2.52
20 4.90 2.51
50 4.98 2.53
ResNet 110 15.79 2.54
5 2.37 1.13
10 2.26 1.10
20 2.24 1.15
50 2.28 1.20
DenseNet
100 (k=12) 10.29 3.55
5 2.28 1.36
10 2.32 1.25
20 2.15 1.50
50 2.37 1.64
Wide ResNet
28-10 7.16 5.01
5 3.42 2.06
10 2.69 1.74
20 2.96 1.74
50 2.97 1.74
Table 3. ECE (%) comparison of different numbers of bins in BTS
and ABTS on CIFAR-100. Image-shifting augmentation is used
for ABTS.
For the proposed BTS and ABTS methods shown in Ta-
bles 1 and 2, we fix the number of bins at fifty, although the
optimal number of bins might differ for different datasets
and models. In Table 3, we compare the ECE for differ-
ent numbers of bins (e.g., 5, 10, 20, and 50) for BTS and
ABTS (based on the number of samples) on CIFAR-100.
The exact number of bins may be smaller owing to the use
of a threshold for high-confidence samples in number-of-
samples-based binning (see Section 2.2). The results indi-
cate that, for all models, the ECE of the proposed BTS and
ABTS methods is not sensitive to differing numbers of bins.
Thus, regardless of the number of bins used, the proposed
methods outperform the baseline TS method.
5. Conclusion
Calibrating the output confidence of a neural network is
essential for reliably interpreting its results in many appli-
cations. Post-processing-based TS was shown to be the
simplest and most effective calibration scheme, and this
scheme does not diminish test error performance. How-
ever, TS relies on a single temperature to soften softmax
for all samples. In this study, we aimed to propose a more
sophisticated post-processing based scaling method. We
proposed the use of bin-wise temperature scaling (BTS),
which adopts a binning method based on either the confi-
dence interval or the number of samples. In addition, to fur-
ther improve calibration performance, we suggested the use
of an augmentation-based BTS method, which augmented
the validation samples to find a stable temperature for each
bin. We evaluated these ideas using various deep CNNs and
image datasets. The experimental results indicate that the
proposed, simple idea outperforms the baseline temperature
scaling approach.
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